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AGI Technology Solutions for Model Based Engineering  

 
AGI’s Systems Tool Kit (STK) provides an extremely versatile and flexible system 
modeling environment to support all phases of mission design from planning, testing, 
and acquisition analysis through to deployed operations.  Because STK provides an 
open architecture and fully documented API, engineers have the ability to easily 
integrate STK with other 3rd party tools or in-house solutions providing a seamless 
framework for rapid analysis of their systems. 
 
Combining simulation, system design, and mission and operations concept 
development into a single, integrated analysis and visualization tool allows systems to 
be designed, tested and quickly and efficiently. 
 
For more information regarding AGI software solutions, please visit AGI’s website at 
www.agi.com  
 
 
Introduction 
 This document should be used as a guide to outline AGI’s modeling, simulation, 
and analysis approach and will highlight some of the typical steps used by engineers 
and integrators within the context of a Model Based System Engineering approach.   
  
 For this demonstration, we will be outlining a notional surveillance mission using 
a UAV to patrol and image areas and points of interest along the Turkey/Syria border.  
We will model our flight systems, communications packages, and operational 
environment to bring high order fidelity to the simulation as well as leverage outside 
scripting methods, 3rd party software packages, and proprietary system models.  Let’s 
get started!  

http://www.agi.com/
http://www.agi.com/
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STK Workspace 
 

We will begin with an introduction to the AGI system modeling workflow and introduce 
the STK workspace GUI to provide a greater understanding of the tool’s capabilities and the 
environment in which we will be spending a significant amount of time modeling our systems. 

 
STK allows users to create object classes to represent their systems such as Aircrafts, 

Satellites, Ground Facilities, Ships, Missiles, etc.  Each object has very specific properties which 
the user can change to create realistic representations of their ‘real world’ objects.  All of these 
platforms can in turn have attached payloads such as Sensors, Transmitters, Receivers, Radars, 
etc.  These can also be highly specified through a vast number of properties to create realistic 
depictions of systems and their behaviors.  This is all done through the STK user interface as 
seen here: 

 
 

Here you will notice the different 2D & 3D Display Windows which will be used to visualize our 
systems, animate and playback our missions, understand complex system relationships, view 
analytical results, and much more.  As complexity of our systems increases throughout this 
demonstration, the value of the rich 2D & 3D Windows will become very apparent and aid in 
understanding complex situations and relationships among different objects and their modeled 
systems.  You should also take note of the Object Browser and various Toolbars within the GUI 
above.  The Object Browser is used to create and maintain objects and provides access to their 
properties so users can make system level changes to their models while the Toolbars are used 
to access various analytical tools and control aspects of the simulation such as Animation 
control.  A Timeline View along the bottom of the screen can be used to represent timing of 
various events such as communication intervals, and can be customized by the user in many 
ways. 

http://www.agi.com/
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Demonstration Outline…. 

 
We will begin by describing the mission we would like to setup or simulate within STK.  

First we know that we will be conducting our UAV mission along the Turkey/Syria border and 
we have a few details available to help guide the creation of this mission and model our various 
systems. 

 
First we will model our UAV as a Globalhawk system.  We have made this choice due to 

its broad use and familiarity across the industry, but also as an effort to remain as notional as 
possible and avoid any type of sensitivity issues.  I would encourage you not to get caught up in 
analyzing the validity of chosen platforms or their representations, but rather focus on the 
valuable analysis, ease of modeling, and efficiency of integration that will be showcased 
throughout this demonstration. 

 
We will model our UAV to take off from Diyarbakir, Turkey and fly south to the Syrian 

border in an effort to image areas and targets of interest.  Please note that these targets and 
general area have been chosen completely at random.  As an effort to highlight interoperability, 
we will use targets and areas already defined in a .KMZ file which is commonly associated with 
Google Earth as a viewing platform.  This data can be brought into STK natively and displayed, 
but most importantly it can be used with STK’s analytical tools as well. 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

http://www.agi.com/
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To model our UAV’s flight path, we can choose from several different options within STK.  

Some of the more basic modeling methods produce a “Great Arc” motion where an aircraft will 
fly from one designated waypoint to the next, while other propagation algorithms exist within 
the software which are more advanced and can take into account various aircraft performance 
characteristic profiles, include various pre-defined procedures such as holding patterns/take-
off/landing/VTOL/etc.  This more advanced method uses STK’s Aircraft Mission Modeler (AMM) 
and is available as an added module to the STK Software Suite. 
 

Additional information on this particular software module is included below: 
 
 
 
 
STK Aircraft Mission Modeler: specialized add-on license to add detailed, physics-based aircraft 
performance models to depict aircraft motion and routes. (STK AMM is the only product described in this 
document that is not included in STK Systems Bundle.) 

 Integrated aircraft mission planning capability within the STK 
user interface 

 Utilizes user-definable aircraft performance characteristics 

 Aircraft performance modeled down to aerodynamic and 
propulsion characteristics 

 Aircraft follow realistic flight performance given pilot-like flight 
procedures 

 Includes standard flight procedures such as takeoff, landing, 
holding patterns, turns, etc 

 Performance includes pitch and banking during climbs and turns 

 Interactive 3-D Mission editing allows for rapid route creation and 
editing 
 

 

 
 
We will also be modeling the UAV’s communications package to include terrestrial 
communication with a Ground Control Station located near the airfield in Diyarbakir as well as 
an additional Satellite Communication link.  This satellite link will be utilized automatically 
whenever the terrestrial communication link has degraded below a defined threshold value.  
The satellite communication system will be modeled as a relay between the UAV and the 
Ground Control Station.  Terrain information will also be modeled within STK and will be utilized 
by the communications systems to account for any signal degradation due to the presence of 
the terrain.  It is important to highlight how STK allows users to simulate Transmitter/Receiver 
link analysis and produce analytical data on the link budget, utilize different atmospheric 
models, and compute jamming or interference analysis from outside transmitting sources and 
this demonstration will look in detail that these systems and their behaviors. 
 
 
 
 

http://www.agi.com/
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More information about the STK Communications capabilities are included below for reference: 
 
STK Communications: add-on license to evaluate detailed communication system performance 

 Define complex transmitter, receiver, and 
antenna types  

 Specify powers, frequencies modulation, filters, 
etc 

 Evaluate quality of signal in operational 
environment 

 Include physical and atmospheric constraints 

 Evaluate RF interference threats and Electronic 
Warfare systems 

 Use measured antenna to validate hardware 
effectiveness 

 Use virtual mission rehearsal to define operational communications system requirements  

 Optional Urban Propagation Extension for effects of propagation in dense building areas using 
direct line-of-sight and the uniform theory of diffraction for multipath effects 

 
 

 
TIREM Extension (Terrain Integrated Rough Earth Model) for STK 
Communications adds RF effects over irregular terrain and oceanic 
propagation including beyond-line-of-sight (BLOS) from the 
dominant effects of rough-edge diffraction and tropospheric 
refraction. TIREM is the de-facto standard algorithm for the US 
Department of Defense for propagation of terrestrial 
communications signals. 
 

 

Urban Propagation Extension for STK Communications adds the 
dominant effects of propagation in dense building areas using 
direct line-of-sight and the uniform theory of diffraction for multipath 
effects. UPROP offers an unmatched combination of fidelity and 
speed for computing site-specific wireless performance in 
constrained urban environments. 
 

 
 
 
After a communication system is modeled and analyzed, we will look at interference/jamming 
effects and how to mitigate those effects by applying filters.  
We will explore this through reports/graphs as well as some 
unique Spectrum Analyzer tools used to look at received 
signals and bandwidths during the simulation as well as results 
via spectrograms 
 
 
 
 

http://www.agi.com/
http://www.agi.com/products/desktopApp/stkFamily/modules/core/comm/
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Once these basic systems are modeled we will also take a look at modeling onboard sensors for 
the UAV to conduct imaging surveillance across the areas of interest.  This will include setting 
up sensor definition geometrically to define field of view and field of 
regard properties but we will also employ a custom script to 
calculate specific image quality performance metrics such as 
the National Image Interpretability Rating Scales (NIIRS) 
ratings to determine the image quality which can be 
expected due to the sensor’s range to targets, incident angle, 
etc.  This will be used to determine the image quality which 
can be expected from the chose flight plan against a region 
of interest.  The easiest way to look at this type of effect over 
a larger area is by employing STK Coverage to overlay a ‘heat 
map’ of computed metrics.  More information regarding STK 
Coverage can be seen here: 
 
 
STK Coverage: add-on license to calculate quantitative line-of-sight analysis over large areas  

 Extend geometric analysis over large regions 
and vehicle routes 

 Generate heat-map type figures of merit 

 Evaluate other STK analyses across altitude 
layers 

 Evaluate the effect of terrain on target visibility 
or aircraft detection 

 Justify powerful statistical figures with easy-to-
read maps and 3D scenes 

 Identify coverage gaps 

 Optimize mission planning or concepts of 
operations for maximum area coverage and minimum 
overlap 

 
 

 
We will take our modeled systems and look at their relationships by employing trade study 
tools such as STK Analyzer.  This will allow us to automatically vary certain system/mission 
properties and analyze the effect that they have on different measures of performance or 
mission success criteria.  An example of this could be to vary the flight path altitude to see the 
effect that this might have on the achieved NIIRS over a region of interest, the communications 
effects that may take place, the amount of time our mission will rely on satellite 
communications, or any other number of performance metrics we may want to look at in more 
detail to determine the sensitivity of design parameters. 
 
 
 
 

http://www.agi.com/
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STK Analyzer: add-on license to perform automated trade studies of complex STK Scenarios: 

 Automate scenario changes to evaluate 
analytical differences 

 Quickly run different parameters through the 
same mission to identify trends  

 Perform Parametric Studies 

 Build Carpet plots 

 Perform multi-variable, multi-output designs of 
experiments 

 Analyzer and optimize complex systems by 
automating the changes to STK Scenarios 

 Evaluate trends in powerful, interactive graphs 

 Ability to add on Optimizer Extension 
including numerous cutting-edge 
optimization algorithms including: 
o Gradient-based optimization 
o Adaptive surrogate optimization for continuous inputs and 
o Genetic optimization for discrete inputs and/or multiple objectives 

 

 
To wrap everything together, we will also take advantage of STK’s open integration capabilities 
and share analysis with other 3rd party applications such as Excel/Matlab.  We will utilize a 
number of customizations and link these together through Phoenix Integration’s Model Center 
application.  Additional information on STK Integration capabilities and Model Center can be 
seen below: 
 
 
STK Integration: add-on license to allow integration of STK to external data and applications 

 Pass data into and out of STK via TCP/IP 

 Extend STK Analysis with direct interface to third-party 
applications such as MATLAB

© 
 

 Link STK Simulations with other software, hardware, or legacy 
systems 

 Extend AGI’s off-the-shelf analysis with custom algorithms, 
data, and more 

 
 
 
 
Phoenix Integration Model Center: easy to use interface 
designed to facilitate integration between many popular 
system’s engineering tools such as Matlab, MathCAD, STK, Excel, 
and many more 

 Many plugins available for popular commercial modeling 
packages 

 Conduct trade studies, optimizations, and data trending 
analysis 

 Easy to use drag-n-drop interface 

http://www.agi.com/
http://www.agi.com/products/desktopApp/stkFamily/modules/core/analyzer/
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http://www.agi.com/products/desktopApp/stkFamily/modules/integration/stk_integration/
http://www.agi.com/products/desktopApp/stkFamily/modules/integration/stk_integration/
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Demonstration Detail 
 
Modeling Aircraft & Ground Control Station 

  
First we will model our operating environment by defining the operational time period, 

importing any terrain data for our area of operations, and also defining any RF Environment 
models that we may want to utilize for any communications systems analysis.  This is all 
controlled inside of STK’s overall scenario setting and can be accessed via the scenario-level 
properties as seen here. 

 
 

  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
Now that we have our operations environment modeled we can begin creating 

representative objects such as the UAV, Ground Control Station location, and various areas of 
interest.  As described previously we have areas of interest from KMZ data sources as well as 
the ability to create areas of interest very easily within STK’s 3D Window.  As you can see, we 
have created a Ground Control facility at an airstrip where our UAV mission will take-off as well 
as a search region of interest along the Turkey/Syria border.  

 

http://www.agi.com/
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We can now start to create our UAV aircraft object and associated payloads.  As 
previously mentioned, the Aircraft Mission Modeler propagation will give high fidelity modeling 
capabilities to mission planners while taking aircraft performance characteristics into 
consideration.  We can quickly create a representative aircraft object with characteristics that 
match our UAV system, click out a flight path in the STK 3D Window, and interactively edit 
those waypoints/procedures to customize the flight as needed.  Here you can see some of that 
on-screen interaction and mission planning/design steps. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.agi.com/
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Modeling Aircraft Payloads 

 
We can also start to create any attached payloads to the UAV.  For this demonstration I have 
created a few different geometric sensors to represent the Field of View (FOV) and Field of 
Regard (FOR) of my on-board camera.  You can see the sensor field of view depictions here.   
 

Animating our designed mission, we can see the UAV flying over the area of interest and the 
intended imaging targets within the field of regard of our sensor payloads.  We can also begin 
to use some of STK’s analysis tools to 
determine the effectiveness of these imaging 
passes.  We can use the STK Coverage 
capabilities to create grids within areas of 
interest and explore different metrics such as 
the amount of time the sensor spent over any 
point, the distance between points and the 
sensor, any angles of interest, or even employ 
some advanced scripts to determine other 
metrics which STK may not compute out of 
the box.  In this example I have chosen to 
compute two different metrics of interest.  
The first is showing Ground Sample Distance 
which is an out of the box metric that I can choose within STK’s interface.  The other metric I 
have utilized a custom plugin which takes some of the geometry that STK already computes 
such as distance, slant range, etc. and utilizes a custom algorithm to compute a graded image 
quality based on the NIIRS scale.  You can see the results of these two Coverage sets below: 
 
 

http://www.agi.com/
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As you can see, there are subtle differences between the two coverage results, and it is 
important to realize the added fidelity that can be achieved by taking advantage of STK’s open 
plugin capabilities.  In this case, a plugin has been used to ingest data from STK, consider 
configuration parameters from the user, and 
report back the NIIRS values that are seen in the 
coverage results.  Here you can see some of the 
plugin options related to the NIIRS calculation.  
Note that the plugin structure allows for 
configuration options which can give users more 
flexibility and can allow reuse of plugins among 
many different users.  This is a great way to take 
advantage of the heavy-lifting that STK is already 
doing and put your own custom code in the 
calculation loop. 
 
 
 
 
 
Modeling Ground Communications 

 
Here we will look in detail at the communications systems both on board the UAV as well as the 
Ground Control Station.  For this demonstration we are modeling Complex 
Transmitter/Receiver models within STK which allows the most flexibility for modeling the 
systems accurately by allowing us to supply properties such as Frequency, Power, Data Rate, 
Modulation Models, Filters, and Antenna models.  These are all properties that users can set 
and configure within the STK GUI to define and build their communication models.  As you can 
see, there are many out of the box options available for defining these systems.  
 

http://www.agi.com/
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Here you can see some of the out of the box modeling options including different antenna 
models, modulation options, etc. 

 
 
 
 
We have chosen to model our UAV/GCS Comms to transmit at a frequency of 7.5 GHz and have 
presented several options for the antenna type onboard the UAV.  These are small surface 
mounted blade antennas which are 
designed with very specific 
polarizations.  Here you can see the 
blade antenna models represented 
onboard the UAV and mounted at 
various locations on the aircraft’s wing.   
 
These antenna models have been 
produced by referencing external files 
which contain test chamber data for 
both the Horizontal and Vertical 
polarized antenna designs.  You can 
see the Gain Patterns represented 
here and gives a great visual 
understanding of the antenna design differences.  This is also an excellent way to understand 
geometric considerations when deciding which antenna to use, where it should be located on 
the vehicle, etc.  
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.agi.com/
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The Ground Control Station has also been modeled with a communication capability designed 
to communicate with the UAV.  For this system we are modeling a simple Dipole antenna model 
which is a customizable model which is 
provided out of the box with the STK 
Communications module along with 
many other types as seen previously.  
Here you can see the Ground Control 
location with the defined antenna 
model’s gain pattern being shown. 
 
With both the Ground Control and the 
UAV modeled, we can now start to take 
a look at the quality of communications 
that will take place during the mission.  
We can use several analytical tools 
within STK to look at this 
communications link.  The first thing we may want to explore is a simple Link Budget report.  
STK provides many data points which describe a communications link and here you can see a 
small sample of the provided data set to describe the link quality. 
 

 
 
 
Here you can see many typical values which would be of interest to communications systems 
designers and which give a measure of the quality of the given communication link.  These 
values are also available to take a look at in a more dynamic way through graphing.  For 
example, we may be most interested in seeing the Carrier to Noise ratio during the mission to 
explore how it is changing and how certain designs can affect those values.  Let’s take a look at 
two graphs showing the communication link’s C/N values for both of the antenna types we 
have under consideration onboard the UAV.  Here you can see  
 
 

http://www.agi.com/
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Here you can see the different in the first graph which is using a Vertical Polarized Antenna as 
compared to the second graph which shows the effect of the Horizontal Polarized Antenna.   
 
It is clear that for this particular mission it 
would be best to utilize the Vertical Polarized 
Antenna if specific C/N thresholds are 
necessary for mission effectiveness.   
 
Obviously there are many other considerations 
such as Bit Error Rate or Eb/No, but these 
values can all be explored through methods 
such reports/graphs within STK or even by 
taking values of interest and creating 
customized report sets which can be added to 
the 3D Window for a “Heads Up Display” of 
dynamic values.  Here you can see several Link 
Budget sets being displayed within the 3D 
Window of STK.  This helps to quickly identify 
values and provides an effective way to 
maintain mission awareness. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
These values within the Heads-Up display are 
time dynamic which makes them sensitive to the 
playback speed of the simulated mission.  This 
means we can slow the simulation’s animation 
down to very small time steps and see the data 
values of interest changing with time, but also be 
able to explore the geometric relationships 
between our modeled systems to provide an 
enhanced level of situational awareness 
between multiple assets. 
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Modeling Satellite Communications 

 
Lets now take a look at modeling the satellite communications which will supplement our 
ground communications in the even that our ground comm link degrades below a certain 
threshold.  For this example we have simply designed a Geostationary satellite to represent a 
way to uplink from the UAV and relay the communications back to the Ground Control facility.  
This is easily accomplished by using the STK Orbit Wizard to quickly design a notional 
geostationary satellite by supplying a few orbit parameters and adjusting until the desired 
satellite position is achieved. 
 

 
 

After the satellite orbit is designed we can begin to create payloads in a similar way as the 
previous payload systems were approached.  For this system we will require transmit and 
receive capabilities in order to receive the UAV communication and in turn, transmit back to 
the ground control station.  This is as simple as selecting the appropriate STK 
Transmitter/Receiver models.  Here you can 
see that we have chosen a specific nulling 
antenna pattern which was created via an 
external antenna modeling tool called Pattern 
Magus.  This antenna is designed with the 
intent to allow the antenna to focus very low 
gain around a targeted area while allowing 
higher gain portions surrounding it.  This is 
very useful when trying to minimize any 
unwanted interference.  This was utilized 
purely for the concept of this capability and is 
meant to be completely notional. 
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We have also modeled a very specific antenna for our UAV to utilize during satellite 
communications.  You can see the gain pattern of this antenna here.  This was also created via 
an external antenna pattern similar to 
the satellite’s antenna shown previously.  
This antenna has gimbaling capability so 
we can choose to have STK drive the 
pointing of this antenna or “target” 
another object.  In this case we will just 
target the satellite to maximize our 
satcom communication link. 
 
We have placed this antenna in the 
nose housing of the UAV and have 
increased the gain pattern scale so you 
can visually see the effect extending 
from the 3D Model on the aircraft in the 
3D Graphics Window. 
 
 
 
End-To-End Communications Relay 

 
After modeling all of the necessary communications system models, we are now ready to 
define how these systems operate.  For this example we will place some very specific data rate 
limitations on the systems responsible for Ground Communications as well as limitations for the 
Satellite Communications.  By defining system limits, we can start to see exactly what portions 
of the mission may need to rely on satellite communications while ground communication links 
may be performing in a degraded state.   
 
We have set up some specific system limits by using STK’s Analysis Workbench feature which 
allows users to set up very custom scalar calculations as well as compute customized time 
intervals that may be associated with those calculations.  We have set up both Low Data Rate 
(LDR) and High Data Rate (HDR) links to mimic the Satellite and Ground Communications 
respectively.  Since STK allows us to define these situations and calculates all of the necessary 
data for us, it is very easy to see these event intervals reflected in the 3D Window as well as 
along the Timeline of our mission as seen here. 

 

http://www.agi.com/
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You can specifically see the individual intervals when ground communications are no longer 
available and satellite communication links are being utilized.  This can be for any number of 
reasons such as losing line of sight capability, signal degradation below known thresholds such 
as Bit Error Rate (BER) limitations, or any other link budget consideration that you may want to 
utilize to limit the availability or feasibility of a ground communication link.  As you make 
system level design changes, you will see the new timing of those events and intervals of time 
reflected on the Timeline View which makes it a very useful way to quickly evaluate how 
effective a design consideration might be. 
 
Since STK is calculating these time intervals, data rates, and any other custom calculation we 
may have created for consideration, we can take a look that those calculations through various 
reports and graphs.  Here you can see a graph of the overall Data Transfer from our entire 
communication system. 

 
You can see the times when 
lower Data Transfer Rates are 
only available due to the reliance 
on satellite communications.  This 
will be more important later 
when we talk about the 
considerations of the amount of 
time we rely on satellite 
communication and the amount 
of data we send through that link 
as it may have a specific cost 
associated with it and we may 
want to try to minimize that need 
for budgetary reasons. 

 
 
 
Here is another graph showing the amount of data being stored locally onboard the UAV while 
data rates are changing.  You can 
use this to decide how much storage 
must be made available to the 
onboard systems and plan 
accordingly when designing the 
required systems. 
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These are all custom data sets that have been designed by the user through the Analysis 
Workbench feature of STK.  To understand this better, here is a view of the Analysis  
Workbench GUI interface where users can begin to create their own custom vectors, time 
intervals, and custom calculations.  These pieces all work together in ways that allow users to 
build their own custom data sets based off of already existing calculations that STK produces 
out of the box or even previous custom calculations that you may have created.  This allows 
incredible flexibility for users to model the behaviors of their more complex systems and use 
those results throughout the STK software. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Modeling Communication System Jamming 

 
So far we have successfully built and analyzed our communications equipment models, built 
our flight route with the intended UAV flight performance model, and have even mitigated 
communication loss by modeling satellite communication relays.  One final area related to 
planning and testing our system for this mission involves modeling an intentional jamming 
situation. 
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Based on previous missions and ELINT information, we will place a notional jammer within our 
operational theatre to represent these known characteristics.  In this case we have modeled a 
jammer location, specific antenna design and orientation, as well as its anticipated operating 
frequency and power.  You can see in the figures below that this jammer is located within our 
imaging area of interest and has an antenna gain showing its orientation in such a way that we 
might expect some level of bandwidth overlap or signal degradation.   
 

 

 
 
 
 
To explore this effect, we can choose to use STK’s Communication System object to define any 
Transmitters, Receivers, and Interference sources under consideration and report or graph 
many different parameters of interest.  For 
example, here we can see a graph of the 
C/N values, shown in black, as well as the 
C/N+I values, shown in green, which 
represent the C/N value with the effect of 
interference considered.  As you can see, 
the green line shows a considerable 
amount of degraded C/N across the entire 
time of the aircraft’s flight. 
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Another interesting way to see this is by utilizing a spectrum analysis tool within STK to see the 
received signals.  Here you can see 
the effect of the jammer shown in 
red as compared to the desired signal 
shown in green.  The interfering 
signal shows significant strength and 
bandwidth overlap of our desired 
incoming signal.   
 
In an effort to minimize this type of 
jamming, we may consider the 
addition filter to our communication 
equipment.  As an example, here we 
have applied a Butterworth filter to 
our receiver and adjusted certain 
parameters to attempt to filter out or 
minimize the reception of the 
jamming signal.  STK provides many 
out of the box filter models in which users can define properties and apply to their 
communication system models. 
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Here you can see the effect of on the C/N after the desired filter has been applied.  You can 
compare this to the previous graph and notice 
the minimization of the jamming signal.  This 
is a great way to test mitigation strategies and 
explore the tradeoffs that may occur to 
communication systems in cases where 
filtering, polarization, or other measures may 
be under consideration. 
 
You can see the filter’s effect on the spectrum 
analysis here as well.  We can also change the 
spectrum analyzer’s mode to show a 
spectrograph which can be interesting to see 
in terms of signal density from a receiver’s 
point of view. 
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Conducting Trade Studies 

 
As mentioned previously, we can also utilize several trade study tools within STK to automate 
the analysis of design space problems.  For this demonstration we are utilizing the STK Analyzer 
module to explore a broad set of design parameters ranging from simple aircraft altitude 
considerations to more complex communication systems designs. 
 
STK Analyzer provides a complete and intuitive interface allowing users to identify all of the 
desired Input/Output variables.  This is as simple as dragging and dropping design parameters 
from Analyzer’s list of STK Properties or any computed data sets to the appropriate Variables 
window as seen in the following figure. 
 

 
 
For the trade studies of interest, we have chosen some design variables and outputs of interest 
as you can see from the figure.  These will be made available to us for any of the different trade 
studies that Analyzer offers such as simple Parametric Studies and Carpet Plots through to more 
advanced Monte Carlo types of analysis or Design of Experiments where many variables can be 
used to define a trade space. 
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Here you can see the results and definition for setting up a Parametric Study where the single 
design variable of ‘Flight Altitude’ was identified and adjusted between 1 km and 5 km with an 
output response of the average NIIRS value over our geographic area of interest.  One 
interesting point to understand 
here is that we have taken 
advantage of Analyzer’s Macro 
Scripting capability to create 
one single variable in which we 
can adjust once, but behind the 
scenes this script is actually 
adjusting several key waypoints 
of our defined flight path so 
that they all adopt this same 
altitude.  This scripting 
capability has many benefits for 
users to create their own 
variables and utilize scripting 
logic to make any changes to 
system properties which may be 
desired or needed.  
 
 
 
Here you can see a graphical result of this Parametric Study which shows the variation of the 
Average NIIRS value achieved across our area of interest as the altitude of our surveillance flight 
path is changing.  You can see the Average value obtains a peak up to a certain flight altitude, 
after which the value starts to decrease again.  These types of studies can help mission 
designers identify key mission design parameters and set acceptable boundaries on system 
designs. 
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Another interesting study may include variations of several parameters or identifying several 
output results of interest.  As an example we have chosen to use Analyzer’s Carpet Plot tool 
where we have identified the UAV flight altitude and the ground communication system’s 
transmitter power as input variables to see the average, minimum, and maximum C/N values 
which were achieved throughout the UAV’s flight path.   

 

 
 
 
 

 
It is interesting to see the influence and tradeoffs that the flight altitude and transmitter power 
values can have on the overall system’s capabilities.  When designing our mission, this type of 
insight into the behavior of our design parameters can be key to making the best decisions and 
planning for specific situations. 
 
Here you can see another Carpet Plot showing the Minimum C/N when allowing our 
transmitter’s power and data rate to 
vary.   
 
As you can see, there is a large amount 
of flexibility and capability available for 
mission planning and design 
considerations by leveraging these 
types of trade study tools. 
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3rd Party Software Integration 

 
To wrap up the demonstration we will take a brief look at one way to quickly and easily 
integrate our models with other commonly used 3rd party software packages.  Here we are 
utilizing the STK Model Center interface which offers many common engineering software 
package plugins and a simple designer interface which allows them all to seamlessly share data.  
For example, we may have specific properties or calculations from STK that we would like to 
share with a Matlab script and an Excel workbook which expects data input from both of these.  
Model Center makes it easy to connect the various software packages together and share the 
data we have identified as being important design variables or output calculations. 
 
For this example we will use the STK scenario which we have previously built, but we will 
expand our use to some additional software packages for some additional calculations.  We will 
rely on a simple MATLAB script to calculate our UAV’s ‘Engine Efficiency’ while an Excel 
worksheet is expecting inputs from various sources to describe the overall cost of the mission 
as we have designed it. 
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Here you can see the Model Center interface where we have pulled in several plugin blocks for 
linking STK, MATLAB, EXCEL, and even a small custom VBSCRIPT block.  These plugins are all 
written with specific user interfaces for their respective products which makes it easy to 
identify variables for input/output.  You can see a few of these interfaces here where STK 
variables can be identified, MATLAB code can be written or imported, etc. 
 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
As you can see, these interfaces are quite intuitive and easy to understand especially given 
familiarity with the software packages they are written to interface and interact with.  Given a 
level of expertise with several different modeling and simulation software packages, it can be a 
minimal effort to link these together and allow subject matter experts to all simultaneously 
contribute to the overall picture of the system(s) working together. 
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Linking these plugins together becomes just a matter of identifying any variables of interest and 
their dependencies on other 
variables and using Model Center’s 
Link Editor to create associations 
appropriately.  Here you can see the 
link editor showing the wire view 
which provides a drag and drop 
capability for linking input/output 
variables.   
 
For this specific implementation, we 
have a simple script which provides 
our desired flight altitude as an 
input.  This input is then fed to each 
of the altitude properties of the STK 
waypoints that make up our designed flight path for our UAV.  We also have linked our flight 
altitude to our MATLAB script which in turn produces a calculated engine performance 
percentage.  That percentage is fed into our Excel worksheet along with a few other flight 

properties from STK in order to produce the expected 
overall cost of the mission we have designed within 
STK. 
 
While these models are very simplistic, it should serve 
as an example to highlight the ease of integration 
between the various software packages and the data 
sharing capabilities that can be used. 
 
This allows outside scripts, calculations, algorithms, 
and software models to be integrated within one 
environment where data studies can be carried out.  
Model Center offers the same type of trade study 
tools as the STK Analyzer product with the advantage 
of being able to interface with other software 

packages simultaneously and easily as you can see.  As 
an example, we can quickly set up a carpet plot study similar to the ones we looked at 
previously, but include results such as the overall mission cost.   
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This allows us to now look at trade studies which can be conducted while integrated with our 
3rd party tools and scripts.  As an example, you can see from the following figures that we have 
conducted similar trade studies as 
were done previously within STK with 
the Analyzer product, but we now can 
look at outputs which may be coming 
from other tools such as our MATLAB 
or Excel models.  Here you can see the 
results from a study which allows us 
to vary the UAV’s flight altitude as 
well as the ground communications 
transmitter power and see the effect 
that those variations might have on 
the overall operational cost for the 
flight. 
 
We can begin to dive deeper into the analytics of these problems by exploring the data sets 
with many different visualization methods which may lead to identification of some trends or 
even optimal design sets.   
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Summary & Follow-Up 

  
Hopefully this demonstration has provided an enhanced understanding of STK’s systems 
modeling approach and the advantages which it provides as a model based engineering design 
tool.  For more information or to schedule discussions or follow-up meetings please do not 
hesitate to visit us via our website ( www.agi.com ).  There you can find additional information 
about STK, download the software, browse white papers & case studies, explore training 
materials and more!   
 
Thank you! 

 
Customers using STK for system analysis, 
and operations: 
 
Cost/Performance Trade Studies Improve DoD Affordability Compliance 
http://www.agi.com/downloads/support/productSupport/literature/pdfs/CaseStudies/Cost-
Performance-Trade-Studies.pdf 
 
Lockheed Martin SWIFT Lab tests ISR and UAV systems: 
http://www.agi.com/downloads/support/productSupport/literature/pdfs/CaseStudies/Inview_
Oct2006_LMCO_SWIFT_%20Lab.pdf  
 
Planning Airborne Networking Test Events 
http://www.agi.com/downloads/support/productSupport/literature/pdfs/CaseStudies/CaseStu
dy_Wyle.pdf 
 
U.S. Marine Corps Combat Development Command: Developing Efficient Unmanned Aircraft 
System (UAS) Analysis Tools 
http://www.agi.com/downloads/support/productSupport/literature/pdfs/CaseStudies/CaseStu
dy_STUAS.pdf 
 
US Navy integration of Tactical UAV Data with STK Engine: 
http://www.agi.com/downloads/support/productSupport/literature/pdfs/CaseStudies/InView_
July2007_OpConfirm.pdf  
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